
Experimental Inquiry
&

Investigating



Ticket In
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Turn to page 36 in your 
Cognitively Complex Task 
workbook. Take the Student 
Survey.

FF: Highlight any Marzano 
vocabulary that stands out to

you; Read CCT protocol

Please sign in for PLC 
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Learning Target
Teachers will develop understanding of 
Cognitively Complex Tasks (CCT) by:
-examining the types of Cognitively Complex 
Tasks (techniques)
-participating in an Experimental Inquiry 
Cognitively Complex task
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Types of Cognitively Complex Tasks
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Types of Cognitively Complex Tasks
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Both types of Cognitively 
Complex techniques ask 
students to test 
Hypothesis



Turn, Talk, & Watch
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-What is a hypothesis?

-Agree?Can you add on? 

-What do you think 
generating hypothesis looks 
like with your students in 
ELA and Math?



Turn, Talk, & Watch
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-How did teacher engage 
students in creating 
hypothesis for a math 
lesson?

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B4aZ_VNZo27RazhKZjZoUUVra1B1YjE4UmIyVVN3U1N3X05Z


Let’s try CCT! Identify Learning Target
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Let’s try CCT! Demonstration
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Missing operations! 

I wanted to play Mobi but the 
operation tiles are missing. Can 
you help create equations so the 
number sentences make sense?

Begin CCT with demonstration or 
observation to spark students’ hypotheses

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnOIpBtA2_M


Let’s try CCT! 
Hypothesis
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Hypothesis (Prediction)
What operation can you use to 
manipulate these numbers so the number 
sentence is true?
I predict 
                        3   2   5  10



Let’s try CCT! Test
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*How can you prove your hypothesis?
                        3   2   5  10

*Did you disprove your hypothesis?



Background Knowledge
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Count On or Back 



Examine & Evaluate
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Grounds and Backing
*How can you prove your hypothesis?
                        3   2   5  10
Qualifiers
*Did you disprove your hypothesis?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B4aZ_VNZo27RUElTZkxhNmVwQmdHNEFFNXZ1WHNMbW9qby0w/view?usp=sharing
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Grounds 
*Why I think it is true? Give Reasons
Backing
*What I actually observed? Explains and 
justifies the grounds
Qualifiers
*When might this not work? Any exceptions 
or alternate approaches



Let’s try it! Conclusion
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How did you prove or justify that you 
had the right answer? Be sure to 
restate your Hypothesis
Has this CCT added to or changed 
your prior thinking? 
Reflect on Process



Key Components of 
CCT: Experimental Inquiry
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*Identify Learning Target

*Demonstration/Observation Hook 

*Question

*Hypothesis

*Test 

*Examine & Evaluate Results Back with evidence

*Conclusion

Prove or 
disprove 
hypothesis
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Investigating Cognitively Complex Tasks
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Investigating CCT
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Students generate and test a hypothesis 
by investigating what others have said or 
written about a specific idea, event, or 
concept Prove or 

disprove 
hypothesis



Let’s try CCT! Identify Learning Target
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Claim/Hypothesis
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Which type of text will best support 
the importance of spending money 
wisely?
      Prose, Poetry or Drama 



Prove it! Identify what is known
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Students state what they hope to prove in 
investigation (based on previously learned 
knowledge about subject or event) and 
provide evidence from what others said 
(grounds/backing)

T or S given



Prove it! Identify confusion or 
contradictions
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Students identify any errors in reasoning or 
logic (qualifiers)



Conclusion
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Students respond to original claim
*supported by interpretation of evidence 
collected
*resolves any confusing or conflicting 
information



Key Components of 
CCT: Investigating
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*Identify Learning Target

*State Claim/Hypothesis

*Prove with evidence

   -identify what is known & supports

claim (Grounds & Backing)

  -identify what is confusing or conflicting information

*Conclusion

   -responds to original prompt (supported by interpretation of 
evidence collected or resolves any confusing conflicting information)

Prove or 
disprove 
hypothesis



Ticket Out
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Kasey is a 4th grade student. She DOES NOT 
write a hypothesis but DOES prove what she is 
thinking using evidence.

Is Kasey participating in a Cognitively Complex 
Task? Why or Why not?



Goal of Hypothesis
The goal of hypothesis generation and testing is 
that students will learn how to examine what 
they personally know or think about a topic. If 
you tell your students what to think and how to 
conduct a cognitively complex task, you will 
be doing their thinking for them.” Page 12
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